Corvette transmission location

Plan to do some sleuthing. Checking things like your VIN and engine stamps will help confirm
whether or not your Corvette has all or most of its original components. If you're inspecting a
rare or high-value Corvette , it may be worthwhile to either learn how to access some of these
numbers yourself or to bring in an expert to ensure everything is correct. Either way, it never
hurts to know where to look. Numbers matching can also extend to the transmission, alternator,
starter, and other components. You'll getâ€”and payâ€”a much higher price for your classic car
if all or most all the numbers match. Chevrolet began stamping the VIN on Corvette engines and
transmissions in The last six digits of the VIN are the car's production number, which are
unique for each Corvette. For Corvettes built before , VINs and engine stamps can give you
clues about the correct engine. But no production number definitely mates one to the other. By
comparing codes for the engine type and horsepower, the engine cast date, engine build date,
and the car's build date, it is possible to determine if the engine is original or not. Proper
documentation can help authenticate the matching numbers, but you may need an expert to
help you validate how much of that pre car is actually original. To find the number on the engine
pad, look for a stamped series of numbers near the right-hand cylinder head on the front of the
engine â€” models or on the rear of the engine â€” models. This stamp includes codes outlining
where the engine was built, the engine size, the casting date, the assembly date, and the serial
number. If you are unable to locate the engine stamp, use a soft cloth to gently clean away any
grease or dirt built up on the block. If you clean the engine and the number is still missing, it
may have been sanded off during a motor rebuild. The last six digits of the engine stamp are the
serial number, which should match the production number on the Corvette's VIN. Cast date and
assembly date also called build date are two other key clues to corroborate an original engine;
both dates should be a few months prior to the build date on the body. For a matching numbers
Corvette, the most important thing is to have the original engine. Having other parts with the
correct numbers can also be important if you want to maintain as high of a level of
factory-correctness as possible. On the transmission, the exact location of the code depends on
the brand. The code on many classic Saginaw, Muncie, and Turbo Hyrda- matic transmissions,
for example, is located on a stamp or plate on the right-hand side of the transmission case. On
this code, the first digits reveal the manufacturer, model year, and assembly plant. The final six
numbers are the production sequence. On a matching numbers transmission, these six
numbers will match the production number on the VIN and engine stamp. The next step is to
analyze the numbers on components like the alternator, carburetor, distributor, generator,
starter, and water pump. Checking these codes should easily allow you to determine which
parts have been replaced. Even if these numbers don't match the VIN, they should match the
sequence of production. Because these numbers change through the years, use a source
specific to your model to look up the correct part numbers for your Corvette. A Corvette's
documentation is an important tool for understanding what is original and what has been
replaced. Inspecting stamps on the carâ€”the VIN, engine stamps, and trim tag, for
exampleâ€”and comparing those with sales receipts, the build sheet, and expert resources will
go a long way toward telling you if you have an original car. Be careful, though, because it is
possible to fake matching numbers by sanding off old numbers and restamping them to match
the car. If you suspect this is the case, you may want to have an expert check the car. Sarah
Shelton. Sarah Shelton is an automotive journalist specializing in Corvettes. She has written for
U. Updated August 04, Among the many ways the new Corvette breaks with Corvette tradition is
that it's the first generation of America's sports car not to offer a manual transmission. As with
any multifaceted decision like this, there are a number of factors. But the primary reason didn't
have to do with engineering or packaging. Executive chief engineer Tadge Juechter told Car and
Driver that part of the reason is the desire to not breach the mid-engine C8's central tunnel:
"That tunnel is the backbone of the car, and if you break the backbone, you lose a lot of
structural efficiency. With a shifter, you have to have a big hole in the tunnel for the linkage to
go through. Another factor is the dramatically increased performance of the new Corvette's
automatic , which, for the first time in the car's history, is a dual-clutch unit. The launch-control
functionality and far quicker shifts of this new eight-speed would easily outperform that of a
manual-equipped car; Chevy claims that the C8 will be capable of hitting 60 mph in under three
seconds when equipped with the Z51 performance package, a dramatic improvement of about a
full second. It certainly requires a non-trivial investment to engineer, tune, and certify an
additional powertrain variant, but Juechter's deputy, chief engineer Ed Piatek, told us that those
are challenges the Corvette's ace engineering team would've happily overcome. Piatek said that
the real thing that put the team over the edge in their decision was a lack of customer demand.
Citing manual-transmission take rakes for the C7 Corvette, which started at or slightly above 50
percent when it launched as a model, he says those have more recently dwindled down to only
20 percent. Perhaps these are the same cretins who have been begging for all-season tires,

which are newly standard on the C8. And that just wasn't enough to secure a third pedal in the
mid-engined Corvette. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top
Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and
Vans of Best Station Wagons of Greg Pajo Car and Driver. The new C8 Corvette is the first
generation of the Corvette that will be automatic-only. Chevy said the car didn't need a manual
transmission because the C8's automatic is dramatically improved. For the first time it is a
dual-clutch unit, sourced from Tremec. But the real thing that convinced the Chevy team not to
offer a manual wasâ€”sadlyâ€”low sales of the stick-shift C7 Corvette. More Details and Pricing.
You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to find more
information, at their web site. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and
imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find
more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. A brand new Chevrolet Corvette C8 is already in for a transmission replacement, after
racking up just 32 miles on the odometer. According to the GM dealer tech working on the car,
it's been driven conservatively, in-line with the manufacturer's recommended break-in
procedure. GM took particular care to mitigate the risk of powertrain damage during the C8's
break-in period, with instrument panel programming that shows a lower engine redline, and
powertrain software that limits first- and second-gear torque for the first miles. But that wasn't
enough to spare the transmission in this particular C8, which will see its transmission removed
and sent straight to Tremec - the C8 gearbox supplier - for teardown. The failure mode
encountered by this unfortunate mile C8 transmission is nothing drastic; according to Reddit
user midshipmen89 - the GM dealer tech who first posted about the failed C8 transmission - the
unit is leaking a little bit of fluid and has thrown a code related to the limited-slip differential
fluid pressure. Issues like these are by no means uncommon for early production examples.
Some examples of the C7, for instance, experienced catastrophic engine failure within the first
few thousand miles, and much has been written about the myriad issues that plagued the Ford
Explorer and Lincoln Aviator early on. In other words, it's not fair to say there's anything much
to worry about with regard to the C8 Corvette's long-term reliability. In the course of tearing
down the transmission, Tremec might even learn enough about the failure mode that they can
tweak the design of the at-fault component or change suppliers to make the gearbox more
reliable. This isn't the first customer-owned Corvette mechanical failure we've heard about, but
it's the first without any red flags that suggest undue stress or abuse. Earlier in the month, LG
Motorsport's nitrous-injected C8 snapped a half-axle after a few otherwise promising
quarter-mile runs. We don't imagine GM's factory warranty will pick up the tab on that one. Well
that's hardly encouraging. Chalk it up to bad luck. Source Credits: Reddit. Add first comment.
Tags: Chevrolet Recall Sports Cars. Related Used Cars for Sale. Now Buzzing. What's Hot.
Login Sign Up. Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. During third-generation Corvette
production, a variety of transmissions were offered. They include 3-speed manual, 4-speed
manual, 3-speed automatic, and 4-speed automatic. In , the base price of a Corvette included a
3-speed Saginaw manual transmission. The options for that year included a Muncie 4-speed
wide- or close-ratio manual transmission and an M40 automatic transmission. If an automatic
was ordered, small-blocks were fitted with the T and big-blocks came with the T
Third-generation Corvettes were fitted with a variety of transmission options. Rebuilding an
automatic transmission requires a lot of skill and patience. Many aftermarket suppliers offer
rebuilt units on an exchange basis and usually include a warranty. Photo Courtesy Cutaway
Creations. The 3-speed manual was also included in the base price of a Corvette, but was
replaced with a wide-ratio 4-speed in At the end of C3 production in only a 4-speed automatic
transmission was available. Much as engine choices were reduced during the C3 production
cycle, transmission choices were slowly eliminated to help meet stricter emissions and fuel
mileage requirements. During production the C3s were equipped with several manual
transmissions. This included 3-speeds, 4-speed wide-ratio, and 4-speed close-ratio. They were
built by Saginaw, Muncie, and BorgWarner. The only year a manual transmission was
unavailable from the factory was One of the more unusual transmissions fitted to C3 Corvettes
was the Saginaw manual 3-speed transmission 2. They were part of the standard equipment
base price for all and Corvettes. The 3-speed was installed behind the standard hp ci engine in
and the hp ci engines in Dealers used this basic equipment package to offer customers
rock-bottom Corvette pricing. In a total of 3-speed Corvettes were built; in the number fell to for
this rare shifter. This is the location of the date code stamped on the case of a Muncie
transmission. This is the interpretation of this code: P is for Muncie, 0 is for , B is for February,
and 02 is for the second day day, and C is for M The Muncie 4-speed was optional for all â€”
Corvettes. It was available in wide M and close ratio M and M Muncie production ended in when
it was replaced with units built by Warner. Here are the major components of a well-worn

wide-ratio Muncie 4-speed transmission. It was originally installed in a Corvette. The basic
design of this transmission remained the same from to The P code is stamped on the front lip of
the case for identification purposes. This transmission will be completely overhauled and
rebuilt with new gears, bearings, shafts, and shifter by Circle Products. Muncie 4-speeds were
available for all Corvettes from to They carried the option codes of M20, M21, and M These
manual transmissions were optional or standard for all of these model year Corvettes. Muncies
can be distinguished from other manual transmissions because their reverse lever is mounted
in the extension housing instead of the side cover. The main difference between the Muncie and
the BorgWarner is that the Muncie has a seven-bolt side cover and the BorgWarner has nine
bolts. The Muncie M20 was a wideratio 4-speed 2. This was the most widely produced
transmission installed into early C3s. It was optional in 10, delivered and 16, delivered. The M20
became standard in and started being phased out during the production cycle. It was replaced
by the BorgWarner M20 wide-ratio 4-speed. One person can do this task but it is much easier
when a second person is lending a hand. This display simulating a Corvette on the St. The
Muncie M20 wide-ratio 4-speed has been installed behind a hp, ci engine in this Corvette. Note
the shifter, shifting levers, and the reverse lockout cable. The transmission is attached to the
frame with two bolts on a bracket that bolts to the frame and to the transmission extension. The
exhaust is also mounted onto this bracket. This completely refurbished Muncie is ready to be
installed into a Corvette. The shifter has been installed prior to the transmission being attached
to the ci engine. The transmission is equipped with new gears, bearings, and synchronizers.
The Muncie M21 was first offered as an option in and fitted with close-ratio gearing 2. The M21
close-ratio was available until the end of the production cycle, and then the BorgWarner
close-ratio 4-speed replaced it. The M22 is a strong and reliable gearbox. It was designed for
maximum performance and could usually be found installed behind L88s and other high-torque
big-block engines. Only were installed at the factory. It was very popular with road racers and
came with the same gear ratios that were installed into the M21 close-ratio transmission. The
BorgWarner ST 4-speed featured an aluminum case and was phased into Corvette production in
early By , it replaced the Muncie completely. Called the Super T, it was offered as a close-ratio
M21 with a 2. The M20 wide-ratio version had 2. In , the 4-speed option code was changed to
MM4, and it was available in both close- and wideratio versions. The BorgWarner Super T
4-speed manual transmission was first introduced during Corvette production in In it became
the only manual transmission available for Corvettes. The side cover requires nine bolts to
secure it to the case. Here, one of the shifting forks has been inserted into the gears in the front
of the transmission. The W indicating Warner as the manufacturer is stamped at the rear of this
case. Many common problems with this transmission, such as gear clashing and high shift
effort, are probably due to improper shift linkage adjustment. If the shifter is loose it could be
due to worn grommets in the shift linkage or loose shift levers. In and , only the wideratio
4-speed MM4 was available and its ratios were 2. This transmission had wider gear spacing to
help increase fuel economy. The last year the optional L82 engine was available with a 4-speed
was During its last year of production in the L82 engine was only available with an automatic
transmission. BorgWarner transmissions for Corvettes have a spline input shaft and a spline TH
output shaft. The output shaft on the TH used a spline output shaft and had a 1-inch
countershaft diameter. Raise the car safely in the air and set it on safety stands. Then place a
floor jack under the transmission while putting a piece of scrap wood between the jack pad and
the transmission. Slowly lift the jack while observing if the engine or transmission moves up or
down. Any movement indicates the motor and transmission mounts are loose; you need to
tighten all of these bolts. If any of these mounts are separated replace the defective mount.
Next, check the clutch pedal travel. Run the engine at idle with the transmission in neutral and
the clutch engaged. Let the clutch out, wait about 10 seconds, engage the clutch, and put the
transmission in reverse. A grinding noise indicates the clutch is out of adjustment or some
other clutch problem. The shifting forks and synchronizers are prone to wear in these units.
This causes gear rattle, difficulty engaging a gear without grinding, and the tendency for the
gear to pop out of its position. Faulty clutch and shifter adjustment also impact shifting
smoothness. Always check the fluid level in these transmissions, as low fluid also causes
erratic shifting. Shifting rods that are out of adjustment is also a common reason that a
transmission is hard to shift. If you are planning on doing a lot of highway cruising in your
restored Corvette now might be the right time to consider installing a 5-speed manual
transmission, such as the Tremec TKO. Both carried the same option code. The factory installed
the correct transmission type based on the type of engine ordered. The former 2-speed
Powerglide was discontinued in favor of this 3-speed unit. The ProFit system for the C3 makes
installation much easier if your car is already equipped with a manual transmission. You can
use the existing bellhousing and clutch with this conversion if they are in good working

condition, which saves money. This conversion requires a new driveshaft, which comes with
the ProFit system. The new transmission is longer than the GM 4-speed so a shorter driveshaft
is required to align with the rear differential housing. This conversion provides a huge increase
in fuel efficiency. The TH was an immediate improvement over the very slowshifting 2-speed
Powerglide automatic it replaced. Only 2, were ordered in , compared to 5, in This transmission
was installed into all small-block Corvettes until It was also used in a wide variety of other GM
products, including passenger cars and trucks. It can be easily modified and is a favorite among
drag racers because of its performance and rugged construction. Photo Courtesy Gear Star.
This cutaway shows a clear view of the torque converter and the various clutches that are
installed onto the input shaft of an M Automatic transmission fluid ATF is pumped through the
unit to provide lubrication and pressure to the unit. The ATF enables the valve body to shift the
transmission into the correct gear. Frequent heavy-duty use calls for frequent transmission
fluid and oil changes. This keeps the transmission shifting as designed and extends its life. The
round vacuum modulator can create a number of shifting problems. If you are experiencing any
of these symptoms the modulator is a good place to start your diagnosis. The TH was
introduced in In its first year of production it was only available for and hp ci engines. The
engineers were not certain it would stand up behind the and hp engines. After extensive testing
in to strengthen it, the transmission became available in for all big-block engines including the
L This particular TH came from a Pontiac, so the bellhousing has two mounts on the top, which
is different than for a Corvette. A C3 with a final axle ratio of 3. After the Tremec is installed, the
engine operates at 1, rpm when traveling 70 mph. This adds life to your engine and greatly
improves your fuel mileage. You will also notice how much quieter the car is during cruising.
The TH automatic transmission is designed for small-block Chevy and Corvette applications. It
weighs pounds and is Its case is cast aluminum and features a 2. It has a distinctive oil pan that
is recessed on the right rear side of the case. This popular transmission has a good reputation
for strength and durability. It can be affordably rebuilt with better components. For example,
shifter kits can provide quicker, firmer shifts with less slippage and reduced clutch heat.
Aftermarket transmission rebuilders can provide options on how much your TH can handle. The
TH automatic transmission is designed for Corvette big-blocks with engines rated up to hp. It
tips the scales at pounds and features a cast-aluminum case with a 2. In a heavy-duty version of
the Turbo became available for the L71 hp , L88 hp , and L89 L71 with aluminum heads. A Y
code in the serial number identifies them. This transmission continues to be a favorite with drag
racers because it is so strong and reliable. This TH has been completely disassembled by
transmission rebuilder Gear Star. Each part is inspected and replaced if it shows any wear or
damage. The torque converter can be seen at the left, and the valve body is also on the left. The
case that is sitting on the right will be completely disassembled and cleaned of all its grit and
grime in a high-pressure washer then pressure tested for any cracks prior to being rebuilt. Once
all of the parts have been removed from a TH , Gear Star puts the case into this cleaning basket.
The basket spins and hot steam cleans all surfaces until they are completely free of all
contaminants. The case is then tested to make sure it has no defects before it is overhauled.
Any component, such as this forward clutch drum, that shows wear or damage will be replaced.
The extra horsepower capability that is built into these refurbished transmissions requires the
parts to be capable of handling this extra stress. The intermediate steel left and intermediate
friction right clutches both show wear and will be replaced. Clutches like these can be found in
and transmissions and are very prone to wearing as the miles pile on. It is good practice to
replace any parts that show wear. The stock GM TH torque converter is on the right. The
smaller, higher pressure Gear Star torque converter is on the left. These smaller converters are
designed to hold more pressure and can handle engines that produce up to 1, hp. Internally
both of these refurbished transmissions are built to the same horsepower specifications. The
giveaway is the different mounting outline on the bell housing. Here, a hydraulic crane is used
to lift and install a TH transmission onto the dyno. Without fluid they weigh pounds. Gear Star
has installed new hydraulic fluid fittings on this transmission. During the dyno test the
transmission is filled with the correct amount of fluid to check the mechanical workings of the
transmission. The top connector sends fluid to the radiator to be cooled. The bottom connector
receives fluid from the radiator that has been cooled. This pumping action is important to the
health of these transmissions. Because these units produce a tremendous amount of heat, a
good cooling system is vital. A pair of locking pliers is attached to the transmission shifter to
allow the dyno operator to shift the test unit into every gear including reverse. If an
abnormalities are discovered the unit is sent back to the shop to correct them. All of the
hydraulic lines have been installed. The dyno test checks shifting, pump pressure, transmission
temperature, and gear slippage. This is what a completely refurbished Gear Star TH looks like
when all of the work has been completed. It was the only transmission available and featured a

fourth gear overdrive to help improve fuel economy. It featured a 3. The THR4 was strong
enough for the hp Cross- Fire engine, but it could not support the higher horsepower levels as
did previous automatics installed in earlier Corvettes. The first step in the troubleshooting
process is to check the fluid level. If it is correct check the downshift cable adjustment. Look for
any loose or broken vacuum lines and correct as necessary. Check the manual linkage to make
sure it properly engages the transmission into the correct gear. If any of these conditions occur
remove the modulator vacuum line and probe it with a pipe cleaner to see if fluid is present. If it
is, replace the modulator. Inspect the torque converter, which is a mechanical and fluid
coupling that connects the transmission to the engine. It serves the same purpose as a clutch
pedal in a manual transmission. When the speed increases, the converter spins and multiplies
the torque inside the unit. It is important to understand that a one-way or sprag clutch is used in
a torque converter. This sprag clutch design lets this happen. It allows the converter to race in
one direction only and catches against the clutch in the opposite direction. If your transmission
is full of clean fluid and is slow going into gear or not at all , the problem could be the converter.
To check for a bad converter, the transmission must be removed. The converter has
engagement tabs and a spline. Use a couple of long screwdrivers and wedge one of them into
the spline to hold it stationary. Try to turn the tab with the other screwdriver. It should freely
spin in one direction and hold firmly in the other. If the transmission does not move at all, also
look at the pump pressure. This is rarely the problem because most pumps are very reliable, but
a quick check is a good idea. The following is not a precise test because a pressure gauge
should be installed, but it gives you the needed information. Loosen a transmission cooling line
most are at the radiator and start the engine. Wrap a rag around the fitting and place it into a
container to prevent fluid from going everywhere. A sound pump sprays fluid under a fairly high
pressure. Be very careful when performing this procedure, and only run the engine a few
seconds to prevent running the transmission dry. Before condemning the pump, though,
remove the service pan and check the transmission filter. A plugged or dirty filter can cause low
pressure problems. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below
and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your
browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on Javascript in your browser. The
Muncie has probably been the most popular transmission among the hot rodding set since its
inception in We want to clarify all information on the Muncie in the years , which was the early
production run of the Muncie. Read further about Chevrolet's favorite gearbox. The Muncie
transmission began replacing the Borg-Warner 4-speed transmission on Wednesday, February
6, , when the first Muncie 4 speed transmissions were shipped to the Baltimore Final Assembly
Plant for installation into Chevrolet passenger cars. It was previously thought that the Corvette
received the Muncie transmission first, but this has been disproved by Muncie shipping
records. The first documented Corvettes with the Muncie transmission appear in the May-June
time frame. This transmission was similar to the successful Borg-Warner T General Motors
decided to develop a 4-speed in-house to eliminate dependency on the T This was
accomplished with minimal changes to the overall design. The transmission had a smaller front
input shaft bearing and a specific front bearing retainer with a smaller outside diameter than the
Muncie transmissions from and up. The original design retainer was manufactured out of
aluminum, but the later replacement retainers were made out of cast iron. Also, the first speed
gear in transmissions ran directly on the main shaft with a thrust washer. Also, the Muncie tail
housing had a single thin casting rib that ran along the bottom of the tail housing. The Muncie
transmission was a basic carryover of the transmission with the exception of the and later
gearboxes used a first gear sleeve on the main shaft for better lubrication. The Muncie was
identical to the version. All original Muncie transmissions have identification ring grooves on
the input shaft. These rings were put on for the Muncie assembly line workers to readily identify
which input shaft they had to install. The original ring groove for each transmission is shown
below in the following charts. Many Muncie transmissions have had the input shaft replaced so
this should not be used for positive identification of the transmission. Many Muncie 4-speed
main cases, extension housings, and side covers have a casting date code. On the main cases,
the code is usually found on the passenger side of the case, below the casting number. The
extension housing code is usually within a few inches of the casting number, also on the
passenger side. Muncie casting date codes are very different from other transmission
manufacturers. One circle is called the date marker, the other the status marker. The date
marker has a month designator for when the part was cast or manufactured. This is represented
by the numbers 1 through 12 Jan. The opposite side of the date marker has between one and
five dots, representing the week of the month. Please refer to the component casting chart and
the location of the transmission build date to determine the correct model year and application
for the part. The easiest way to discern the proper date mark circle is to look for the week

designator dots. Always check to see that the date marked precedes the final assembly stamp
code. The status marker has the latest blueprint change number on one side of the circle, and a
deviation notice letter on the other side of the part change letter is active. This information was
only useful to the Muncie plant by allowing the tracking of problem parts. Often this circle is
blank. Most transmissions originally installed in Chevrolet vehicles from the model year on
should have a VIN or vehicle identification number. The VIN will be located on the top or side of
the main case. Most passenger car plants stamped the VIN on the top, while other plants
stamped it on the side, near the assembly date code. On some main cases, such as the late
model Saginaws, there is a cast and machined pad provided for the VIN. Characteristics of the
VIN stamp, including the location of the pad, the type size of the stamp, and the stamping
method gang or individual , was chosen by the final assembly plant. The number of characters
in the VIN stamp varied. Instead, they used the model year number, for example, 4 for On the
other hand, St. Louis-built passenger cars had the letter "S" as the first digit. Starting with the
model year, Corvettes had the letter S for the plant designation. Many other assembly plants
stamped only the sequential number, with no prefix. There were two maincase casting numbers
used for the and model years. The maincase casting number was The maincase casting number
was and was used through the model year as well. No or maincase should have a drain plug in
the case. This practice did not start until the first M22 transmissions were built in The extension
housing casting number was and was only used during the model year. This extension has a
"thin rib" on the bottom side of the extension and is basically identical to the early extension.
The early extension has the casting numbers cast directly into the part. The late extension
housing casting number was also and was used through February of The casting number on
this extension is different in that the complete casting number is encased in an elongated pad.
This extension has the "wide" or reinforced rib on the bottom. The extension was used for the
remainder of the model year. There was only one side cover casting number used during the
and model year. The number is This side cover was also used through the model year. We will
discuss the Muncie transmissions at length in a future issue. All Muncie 4-speed transmissions
were stamped at the Muncie assembly plant with a production code number, consisting of a
prefix letter, production date and shift suffix letter where day and night shifts were in operation.
The year of production was not coded on these transmissions. This code was used until when
the code was changed to include the model year. This application uses a thin rib. This
application uses a wide rib. Identification Rings All original Muncie transmissions have
identification ring grooves on the input shaft. Muncie Date Coding Many Muncie 4-speed main
cases, extension housings, and side covers have a casting date code. Muncie Maincases There
were two maincase casting numbers used for the and model years. Muncie Extension Housings
The extension housing casting number was and was only used during the model year. Muncie
Sidecovers There was only one side cover casting number used during the and model year.
Related Posts. Corvette Chevy Ford General Camaro. Recent posts. Camaro car chevy new
engine. My Project Lists. Last Added Items. Add to Cart Add to Cart. Remove This Item. Go to
Wish List. Who knows what Chevrolet was thinking in when they introduced its new Corvette
with the only transmission available being a cast iron 2-speed automatic famous for sluggish
shifts? If equipped with the same 3-speed manual transmission found standard in passenger
cars and pickups, the early Corvette, with its factory hopped-up inch Blue Flame 6, could have
been a peppy performer. With the exception of 70 V-8 powered Corvettes produced late in the
year, the Corvette finally became available with a stick shift transmission in Sixty years later the
Corvette continues to offer a choice between an automatic or manual transmission with the
manual as standard equipment. Either option is a good choice; it just boils down to personal
preferences. This transmission includes Active Rev Matching, a feature that matches engine
and vehicle speed for smooth, quick and precise down shifts â€” like those performed in track
racing. Rev Matching replaces the heel-toe driving technique, making a perfect shift every time.
This feature can be toggled on and off using the steering wheel paddles. Tremec achieved a
significant milestone in creating a high-torque 7-speed transmission that is packaged in a
similar space as the TR 6-speed manual transmission found in earlier generation Corvettes. For
example, the standard Corvette has a 2. Meanwhile, the Z51 package uses a 2. And in case you
are wondering, the supercharged Z06 needs less gear to maintain traction with its monsterous
lb-ft of torque, so it has a 2. Fourth gear is in all versions, but Fifth through Seventh vary as
well. Interestingly, all have the same 3. The TR synchronizers are one of the unique design
features of the transmission, which include a combination of double-cone and triple-cone rings,
utilizing a hybrid solution on all forward gears. The hybrid rings are a combination of carbon
and sintered bronze cones â€” providing higher capacity and shift performance. Linear bearings
lower the friction of the shift rail movements, making the shifter feel naturally lighter and more
direct. The vehicle uses an advanced clutch set with a dual-mass flywheel to further isolate

engine-firing pulses and reduce gear rattle â€” a source of noise, vibration and harshness NVH
issues. Other new developments in the TR include a speed sensor in the rear of the
transmission, a new front transmission plate and extension housing, and an internal cooling
pump to maximize performance. Beaded gaskets are used to improve sealing between the case
castings. The seventh-generation Corvette establishes the benchmark for modern performance
cars by using advanced technologies to deliver more miles per gallon and reduce emissions.
The 7-speed, triple overdrive transmission helps boost the vehicles highway fuel economy to 29
MPG, and 17 MPG in the city. Take a look! This Vette packs horsepower and is supercharged
with a SC Callaway. Take a look at the stylish interior and engine bay. Don't miss out on your
dream Vette! Corvette wins at Lausitzring! Callaway C7. Corvette C7. R's are ready to rumble!
Watch it scream! View Full Gallery. View Full Image. Connect With Us. Get Latest News and
Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. The Corvette C7. Tip: Make sure you ask a lot
questions before you let a shop tear into your transmission. Make sure you find a top quality
shop. The quality of the work is going to be a lot more important that final price. If you own a to
Corvette you probably have an automatic transmission. Most Corvette owners prefer the
automatic transmissions to the manual transmission. This means that most of you reading this
article have an automatic transmission in your Corvette. The good part is that very little ever
goes wrong with these automatics. These are very solid transmissions and seldom need repair.
The most common reason for repair is simple abuse and the most damaging abuse comes from
neglect. You can make two very simple checks. First, you should check the fluid level. Make
sure you do this when the car is completely warmed up. Also, make sure you always check the
car with the engine running. On the other hand, after twenty years in the service business and a
few years with a major transmission chain, I have to point out that very few people know how to
properly check the level of the automatic transmission fluid. Low fluid levels are a major reason
that automatic transmissions have to be repaired. One last point is that you should never check
the fluid immediately after coming off the interstate. High speed driving will give you a false
reading on the dipstick, or as GM calls it, the fluid level indicator blade. Wait at least three
minutes with the car in Park before you check the fluid level. You not only need to see that the
transmission is properly filled but you also want to get an indication about the condition of the
fluid. After you remove the dipstick place it on a white paper towel. The fluid should soak into
the towel fairly easily. If you can actually see clutch material on the paper towel then you can be
almost certain that the clutches need to be replaced. This will give you a good side by side
comparison of how drastically your fluid may have changed since it was last serviced. The only
thing you need to do is change the fluid and filter on a regular basis. I recommend that you
change it on an annual basis even though that may be a little excessive. At this point any
possible damage has been done and changing the fluid and filter might only make things worse.
Just start putting money aside for a rebuilt transmission. Changing the automatic transmission
fluid in a Corvette requires dropping, or removing, the oil pan. Some shops use transmission
service equipment that can replace the fluid without dropping the transmission pan. This
equipment either taps into the ATF oil cooler lines or connects to the dipstick filler tube. The
only way to change the filter is to drop the oil pan. You should be more concerned about
changing the filter than you are about changing the fluid. If you decide to change your own
transmission filter make sure you get the car as high as possible. The higher the car is off the
ground the easier this job will be. Next I would put some large plastic sheeting on the garage
floor. Make sure that you spread it the width of the entire car and possibly three feet in front of
and behind the transmission. Pan gasket and filter sets are available at your local discount
parts house. They may be either boxed or in flat shrink-wrap packages. Flat shrink wraps are
typically used with cork pan gaskets to protect the gasket from bending that could damage it.
Rubber neoprene pan gaskets, on the other hand, are flexible and can be folded to fit in a box.
Different technicians have different preferences as to which is the best gasket material to use.
Silicone gasket material can cause you more problems than you can imagine. Just keep in mind
that just as much has been squeezed into the oil pan area. Overfilling your automatic
transmission can aerate the fluid causing shifting problems. Underfilling can cause slow
engagement and slipping. The amount of ATF required is usually listed in the vehicle owners
manual. Also, make sure you read the dipstick properly. This is one case where those
inexpensive halogen lights carried by Home Depot come in very handy. They focus the light
directly into the correct area. When you have the oil pan down check for metal shavings and
other debris which are indicators of impending transmission problems. You only need to worry
if you find lots of fiber material and big chunks of metal. Just continue on the task and
remember to start setting some money aside for a rebuilt transmission. A lot of additives are
sold on the market for transmissions. None of them are good for your transmission. The only
time I would use and additive is out of desperation. A case in point is where the seals have

started to leak and you want to postpone any real repair. The additives designed to stop leaks
contain chemicals that swell the seals and gaskets to reduce fluid leakage. This might hold you
over until you can reduce the balance on your Visa card so your transmission can be properly
repaired. The large transmission shops always keep a variety of units on the shelf. Since the
transmission used in the Corvette is popular across the GM product line they may have a
couple on the shelf. You need to carefully explain to the shop that you want your transmission
rebuilt, not simply a rebuilt transmission. Then just to be on the safe side crawl under the car
with a light and locate the VIN number on your transmission. This VIN number can be in more
than a half dozen locations so check carefully. Then when you get your car back home check
this number again. This might not seem important to you right now but trust me at some point it
will be a big deal. Just ask the people who own and Corvettes how much they would be willing
to pay to get the original transmission back in their Corvettes. Having the original driveline in
your Corvette will become a big deal at some point. Make sure you read the dipstick correctly
and that you also check the condition of the fluid at the same time. The Vehicle Identification
Number could be in any one of six different locations. Just keep looking until you find the
numbers. Basically it was the same transmission except that a lot of the hydraulic functions
were handled by electronics in the later years. It was still a 4-speed transmission and it still had
fluid and a filter that needed changing. All of the changes were part of the quest for improved
fuel mileage and smoother shifting. IMG : Transmission builders will argue the merits of
different gaskets for the next several decades. The real secret to keeping your transmission oil
pan from leaking is to make sure that both surfaces are very clean and you use a torque wrench
to tighten the oil pan bolts evenly, using a variation of the star pattern you use when tightening
lug nuts. When your transmission is rebuilt everything comes out of the case and then parts are
checked, replaced and everything goes back in as a stack. Make sure you specify that you want
a total rebuild if you have your transmission rebuilt. Some shops only repair the first broken
item they find and stop. Everything is put back together and they hope it holds long enough for
the check to clear. Stay away from that sort of shop. Ask questions and shop around. I have a
corvette it has a small leak on passenger side of car. Just few drips check fluid seems to be
OK? Have an 85 corvette with automatic transmission â€” original owner. So should I try
changing the trans fluid and filter to if it cures the issue? Or just take it into shop that can
rebuilt the clutch pak? I adjusted the tv cable and the low gears shift much smoother. Hi , Really
perfect article. Please also give advice. I have a Corvette C4 r. Shaking stops when the foot is
removed from the gas. Please help. Thanks Josef. Angelo I have a C4 that has been sitting for 3
years. The transmission goes into drive and reverse hard. I will check the fluid as well as the TV
cable.. Thankyou for the suggestions, most helpful. I have a C5 with miles on the clock and have
with what seems to be an occassional automatic transmission problem. On occassion and quite
unexpectedly whilst driving normally, the car will not change up and out of 1st gear and then
when pushing the revs without an increase in speed she will then change suddenly and jolt
forward and the change into the next gear will then be successfully achieved. Then after limping
to my destination in first gear, and when the car is stationary for about an hour or so, the
transmission will again behave quite normally and the shifting through the gears will be very
smooth once again. As I mentioned this is an occassional problem and my driving the car
yesterday presented absolutely no problems whatsoever. Could there be an intermitant problem
be with one of the shift sensors? I would appreciate receiving your valued response. I have a 91
corvette I just bought it has been running great for about 4 to 5 days now all of a sudden it will
not go into 3rd or 4th gear it goes into 1st and 2nd can someone help please. Hello, I have an
corvette the car jumps when shifting from park to drive and also from drive to reverse new oil
and filter has been done is there any adjustment that needs to be done? Check for a worn or
broken transmission mount. If this is OK, It could possibly be an issue with the T. It states that if
the T. Be sure the transmission oil level is correct, inspect the cable for damage and proper
attachment, then consider adjusting. Depress the re-adjust tab. Move the slider back through
the fitting, away from the throttle body until the slider stops against the fitting. Release the
re-adjust tab. Release the throttle lever. Do not use excessive force when adjusting the T. If
excessive force is required to adjust cable, it most likely needs replaced. Very good article. I
have a 94 c4, when I have it in Park or Neutral seems to be ok but when I shift to R or D and
drive, it sounds like a belt sound that increases synchronized with the engine revs. Shift
changes are correct also fluid level, what are your thoughts? Really enjoyed reading your
article. It was quite informative. I have a Corvette convertible with 53, miles. It drips
transmission fluid but the mechanic cannot find the source. He has dropped the pan, changed
the fluid, filter and gasket and torqued the bolts according to specs. He says there are no leaks
around the pan. Is there someplace else the fluid can be leaking from? Dipstick tube seals tend
to leak, especially if the car sits in storage for an extended period. Your email address will not

be published. Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please make
sure JavaScript a
2000 buick century blower motor resistor location
1999 ford f250 owners manual
toyota hilux wikipedia
nd Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to enable
JavaScript in your browser. Maintenance The only thing you need to do is change the fluid and
filter on a regular basis. Additives A lot of additives are sold on the market for transmissions.
Thank you. What is the auto trans. In the 89 corvette? I would recommend taking the car to a
certified Corvette technician. Are the internals different between a corvette trans and standard 4
speed trans? Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Clutch
Hydraulics on the to Corvette. We also support Corvette events, swap meets and local Corvette
club shows all over the world. Corvette Central has been a leading manufacturer and distributor
of Corvette parts and accessories since We offer the most comprehensive and detailed parts
catalogs on the market today and produce a different catalog for each Corvette generation. All
catalogs are also online with full search and order features.

